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We present a team analysis of a slotted random wireless channel access mechanism. Under the proposed scheme, denoted wireless
random access mechanism with multiple power levels (MPL-WRA), each mobile station contends for a transmission opportunity
following the principles of a slotted access mechanism incorporating a random transmitting power value selected among various
available power levels. In this way, a capture effect may be produced allowing the packet to be decoded whenever the signal-to-
interference-plus-noise ratio is higher than a given threshold. In order to analyze the performance and optimization of the proposed
setup, we build a Markovian model integrating the wireless access mechanism supplemented by the use of multiple power levels in
an attractive and simple cross-layer fashion. We follow a team problem approach allowing us to fine tune the design parameters of
the overall system configuration. Throughout an extensive numerical analysis, our main results set the basis for the social optimal
system configuration of the proposed mechanism taking into account the physical constraints of using multiple power levels and
the actual practical implementation of a slotted access mechanism. We end the paper with concluding remarks and future research
directions including guidelines for the actual implementation of our proposal.

1. Introduction

Despite the huge number of works carried up to date on
the performance analysis of various medium access control
(MAC) paradigms, random access methods are still the
subject of many studies aiming to better understand the
effective allocation of the channel. This family of protocols
forms an ultimate solution to split intelligence between
the base stations and end-user terminals. We believe that
random access-based protocols will lead to the design of
more robust and efficient protocols in the future. Clearly,
modern wireless access network protocols are often based
on wireless random access (WRA) mechanisms. The design
of such protocols raises novel challenges and difficulties, as
wireless networks become more popular. The most studied
issue is the channel underutilization imposed by the medium

access methods, 37% when using the slotted Aloha protocol.
The basic underlying assumption in legacy WRA protocols
is that any concurrent transmission of two or more users
causes all transmitted packets to be lost. However, this model
does not reflect the actual situation inmany practical wireless
networks, where some information can still be received
correctly even in the case of a simultaneous transmission
of two or more packets. Therefore, this feature has recently
attracted the attention of many studies spurred by the need
of improving the performance of such networks. Many of
these studies have shown that the packet transmitted with
the strongest power level can still be received successfully
(captured) in the presence of contending transmissions if its
power level is sufficiently high. It occurs in networks with
single packet reception capability, where packets arrive at the
common receiver at different power levels due to near-far
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effect, shadowing, or fading. The effect of capture on WRA
protocols has been studied extensively in the literature and
new MAC protocols for channels with capture have been
proposed.

Despite the bounty of works and efforts investigated in
analyzing WRA protocols with capture effect, our approach
is different. In addition of a capture model based on signal-
noise-to interference [1], we consider a random choice of
power levels and fine tune the transmit probability in order to
maximize an objective function. We start by setting the basis
towards the optimization of the main design parameters of
the protocol. Towards this end, and following a cooperative
game theory approach, we determine the optimal trans-
mission probabilities maximizing the average throughput or
minimizing the expected delay. We show that our proposal,
namely, MPL-WRA, performs better than a single-power
WRA scheme in terms of average throughput, expected delay,
and failure probability.

Prior Works. WRA mechanisms have attracted an increasing
interest from researchers and practitioners in recent years.
In [2], the authors survey, classify, and analyze 34 MAC
layer protocols for wireless ad hoc networks, ranging from
industry standards to research proposals. A first approach on
the analysis of random access protocols is the fundamental
theoretical issue of stability. The work in [3] discusses the
stability of slotted Aloha with selfish users behavior and
perfect information. Authors showed the existence of an
equilibrium and characterized it. The earlier works [4, 5]
study the stability region of slotted Aloha, defined for a given
transmit probability vector, as the set of arrival rate vectors
for which the system is stable. While in some cases (e.g., [6]),
they define the stability region as the set of those arrival rates
for which there exists a transmit vector for the Aloha system.

One of the earlier works that analyzed the stability of a
WRA incorporating conflict resolution mechanisms is [7].
Themathematicalmodel developed therein showed the insta-
bility of the binary exponential back-off (BEB) mechanism,
that is, the rate of successful transmissions tends to zero as
the load increases. Given the arrival rate, Goodman et al.,
see [8], attempted to formulate the conditions to guarantee
that the delay of the backlog of packets awaiting transmission
remains bounded in time. First, they consider a general case
of more than two stations sharing the channel, each having
an infinite buffer where packets stayed before transmission.
However, through simulation results, the authors were only
able to show that alternative retransmission protocols (linear
backoff) can significantly improve the performance of a
network configuration consisting of only two stations. In [9],
the authors claim that for any finite number of independent
and identical users in the system, and any i.i.d. (independent
and identically distributed) arrival process per station, the
random access algorithms are stable, provided that the total
input rate is less than one. In [10, 11], the authors have
addressed the optimization problem of the performance of
theWRA procedure used by the IEEE 802.16 standards.They
have determined the retransmission probabilities and initial
window backoff allowing them to optimize the throughput
and delay.

Recently, the research community tends to believe that
the performance of future networks will be enhanced by the
use of a cross-layer design involving the physical, MAC, net-
work and potentially higher layer protocols. Indeed, a cross-
layer approach transports feedback dynamically via the layer
boundaries to compensate the QoS. In [12, 13], authors have
introduced a random power level scheme for slotted Aloha.
These new algorithms have allowed the system to improve the
network throughput and packet delays. However, the capture
model considered in [12] is not realistic; authors assume
therein that when a uniquemobile chooses the highest power,
compared to other mobiles, its (re)transmission is successful
independently of the power levels used by the other MSs
and their respective choices. However, this assumption may
not be always true. Indeed, the aggregate signal of other
mobilesmay jam the signal of the taggedmobile, that is, of the
one using the highest power level. A general capture model
has been analyzed and considered in [1], where a mobile
station (MS) transmits successfully if its instantaneous SINR
is higher than the target threshold. The model is validated
by Monte Carlo simulation, and the results show that it
exhibits better performance results. This potential synergy of
information exchange between different layers, instead of the
standard OSI noncommunicating layers, has encouraged us
to build a simple cross-layer-based WRA procedure.

Other studies have focused on the study under saturation
conditions and/or adaptive scheme. For instance, the work
in [14] analyzes the WRA and obtains saturation throughput
and medium access delay of a packet for a given number of
nodes. And in [15], authors provide a framework to study the
efficiency of the so-called learning BEB (L-BEB), a version of
the WRA that chooses a deterministic back-off value after a
successful transmission.

Here, we are interested in the interaction and com-
plementarities of the MAC and physical layers. Thus, we
develop an enhanced version of the wireless random access
algorithm, where power diversity and a general capture
effect are considered. Power diversity has indeed proven its
efficiency to improve bandwidth utilization of slotted Aloha-
like protocols; see [1]. We, thus, expect to obtain a similar
trend for random access methods with channel sensing
capability. In order to point out the performance benefits,
we undertake our study by analyzing the performance of the
following two wireless random access mechanisms.

(1) Single power level wireless randomaccessmechanism
(WRA): under this mechanism, all mobile stations
(MSs) use the same and unique power transmission
level. Whenever an MS gets ready to transmit, it
attempts to access the channel at the beginning of a
time slot. In the case thatmore than oneMS transmits
during the same time slot, a channel access conflict
arises. In order to resolve the conflict, a simple back-
off procedure consisting in the adaptation of the
retransmission probability is activated. In this way,
not only the MSs involved in the conflict, but also the
MSs getting ready to transmit may gain access after
several attempts. This procedure is similar in oper-
ation to the binary exponential back-off procedure
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used by a large number of IEEE Wireless Commu-
nications Standards, such as the IEEE 802.11 among
others. We will further develop on the applicability
of our results to parameterize the back-off procedure
later on.

(2) Multiple power levels wireless random access mecha-
nism (MPL-WRA): the proposed back-off procedure
is built based on the aforementioned mechanism,
where the competing MSs may take advantage from
power diversity. An MS may transmit at a higher
power level than the ones used by the other competing
stations during the same time slot. In this way, when
the instantaneous signal-to-interference-and-noise-
ratio is higher than a certain threshold, the base
station BSmay filter other signals considered as noise.
It follows that the packet transmitted at a higher
power level than any other packet may be successfully
extracted and properly decoded.

Following a cooperative game theory approach, we study
WRA from a team problem point of view, that is, all mobiles
stations optimize the same objective function (maximize
the system throughput or minimize the expected delay).
Here, we analyze the case when there exists a central entity
(base station) that computes the optimal strategy profile and
broadcasts it to the operating mobiles. The BS should know
the total number of activemobiles and their individual arrival
rates. We allow prioritization by incorporating a selective
transmit power allocation mechanism. At the beginning of
each slot, eachmobile picks a power level from the𝑁 available
power levels and decides to transmit/retransmit its packet.

We start by building a stochastic model to analyze perfor-
mance of both WRA mechanisms under study. Different to
previous studies reported in the literature, the assumption of
saturated MSs is relaxed in this paper; then at any instant of
time, eachMSmay be either idle or busy. A Bernoulli process
is plausible to model the packet generation.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the
next section, we start by describing the models of the two
main elements of the system under study: the physical layer
and the medium access protocol. In Section 3, we build
the Markovian models for the two MAC protocols under
study: WRA and MPL-WRA. In Section 4, we derive the
performance measures of interest. We perform an in-depth
numerical analysis of our results in Section 5. Finally, our
concluding remarks are drawn in Section 6.

2. Protocol Modeling

For ease of understanding, we summarize the main notation
of our model in Table 1.

2.1. Propagation Model and Capture Effect. One of the main
contributions of this work consists in the study of power
diversity as a means to enhance the efficiency of WRA
mechanisms to handle the messages (packets or bandwidth
BW requests). Different to previous works reported in the
literature following a team problem approach, we conduct a
detailed analysis of the number and values of the power levels

Table 1: Main notations used in the paper.

Notation Description
𝑀 The total number of mobile stations.

𝑛
The number of backlogged packets at the beginning
of the current slot.

𝜆 Packet arrival probability.

𝑞
𝑖 Retransmission probability of backlogged packet of

MS 𝑖.
𝑃
𝑛,𝑛
 Transition probability from state 𝑛 to state 𝑛.

𝜋
𝑛 The steady probability at state 𝑛.

𝐴
𝑠

Probability that a packet transmission succeeds in
the presence of 𝑠 simultaneous packet transmission
attempts.

𝑊 Average window size.
𝑁 The number of power levels.
Θ
𝑖 SINR of MS 𝑖 experienced by the base station.

Θth
Target SINR allowing the BS to correctly decode
received packet.

𝑇
𝑗 The 𝑗th power level.
𝑥
𝑗 Probability to select the 𝑗th power level.
ℎ
𝑖 The channel gain of MS 𝑖.

used by the MSs. We further look at the sensitivity threshold
of the signal-to-interference-and-noise-ratio (SINR). From
now on, we will refer to the data units transmitted by theMSs
as packets. In the literature, this term may refer to a control
packet with or without data.

Let 𝑇 = {𝑇
1
, 𝑇
2
, . . . , 𝑇

𝑁
} be the power levels available

to the MSs to transmit the packets. Time is divided into
equal length slots. An MS 𝑖 attempting to transmit a packet
randomly chooses a power level among 𝑁 available levels.
Then, it attempts to access the channel at the beginning of
the current slot: (1) if the base station succeeds to decode the
signal received from MS 𝑖 even in the presence of accumula-
tive noise plus interference caused by other adversarial MSs,
then the transmission is successful; (2) otherwise, the packet
is considered lost and MS 𝑖 should attempt its retransmission
after a random period of time denoted by 𝑊. In other
words, we consider a general capture model, where a packet
transmitted by MS 𝑖 is received successfully when and only
when its instantaneous SINR is higher than some given
threshold Θth. Denote by 𝜎

2 the power of the thermal noise.
During a communication between MS 𝑖 and the BS, the MS 𝑖
transmits with a power level𝑇

𝑖
.The received power on the BS

can be related to the transmitted power by the propagation
relation ℎ

𝑖
⋅ 𝑇
𝑖
, where ℎi is the channel gain experienced by

the base station on that link.The instantaneous SINR of MS 𝑖
is then given by

Θ
𝑖
=

ℎ
𝑖
⋅ 𝑇
𝑖

∑
𝑀

𝑘=1, 𝑘 ̸= 𝑖
ℎ
𝑘
⋅ 𝑇
𝑘
⋅ 1
𝑘
+ 𝜎2

, (1)

where 1
𝑘
is the indicator function of the event that at

the current slot, MS 𝑘 transmits its packet. The power
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levels random selection follows the probability vector 𝑋 =

[𝑥
1
, 𝑥
2
, . . . , 𝑥

𝑁
], where the 𝑗th entry 𝑥

𝑗
is the probability to

select power level 𝑇
𝑗
.

2.2. AnMAC/PHY Cross-Layer Design. Contrary to the stan-
dard OSI noncommunicating layers, the cross-layer concept,
with its potential synergy of information exchange between
different layers, is increasingly attracting the attention of the
research community. Indeed, many studies of packet delay
and loss in various network environments (WLAN,WMAN,
ad hoc networks, etc.) using cross layer have been reported
in the literature, for example, [1, 16, 17]. Here, we develop a
cross-layer design of the optimal retransmission probability
integrating the services of the MAC layer and the PHY layer.
Using a simple model of a WRA mechanism, whenever a
collision (two or more simultaneous transmissions) occurs,
all involved packets are corrupted and irretrievably lost;
whereas in our setting, even if a collision occurs, the packet
transmitted with the highest power has a chance to get
correctly decoded when its SINR is higher than the threshold
Θth.

Without loss of generality, we develop in the following
the case of one single ranging subchannel and one single
ranging code shared by the 𝑀 MSs. Furthermore, we build
a Markovian model for both the single power WRA and for
the scheme making use of power diversity, WRA-MPL. We
assume that the retransmission probability remains constant
during the retransmission attempts. We take the case of a
system consisting of a finite number of 𝑀 mobile stations
that intend to transmit a packet. Each MS 𝑖 handles a buffer
sufficient to store exactly one packet; thus, no new packet
is generated by MS 𝑖 before the successful transmission of
the current packet. In fact, this is the preferred mode of
operation of some wireless technologies, such as the IEEE
802.16 Standard.

Remark 1. We consider mobiles without buffer, that is,
mobiles do not generate new packet till the current one is
successfully transmitted. Indeed, quite frequently, one uses
the WRA protocol for sporadic transmissions of signaling
packets such as packets formaking reservation for a dedicated
channel for other transmissions (that do not use WRA);
see the description of the SPADE on demand transmission
protocol for satellite communications in [18]. In the context
of signaling, it is natural to assume that a source does not start
generating a new signaling packet (e.g., a new reservation)
as long as the current signaling packet is not transmitted. In
that case, the process of attempts to retransmit a new packet
from a source after the previous packet has been successfully
transmitted coincides with our no buffer model.

Under the model developed herein, anMS 𝑖 can be in one
of two distinguished states: “I” (idle) or “T” (transmitting). At
the beginning of each slot and being in state “I,” anMS 𝑖has no
packet to transmit and does generate a new packet with some
probability 𝜆 (for simplicity we restrict to the case where 𝜆 is
the same for all MSs). MSs at state “I” generate a new packet
switch to state “T” at the end of the current slot. Being at
state “T,” tagged MS 𝑖 attempts to transmit with probability

𝑞
𝑖, until success. If two or more MSs at state “T” attempt
the channel simultaneously, then their packets collide. In the
case that the packets could not be properly decoded, then
the corresponding MSs immediately return to state “T.” All
corrupted messages get backlogged and are retransmitted
after some random time, whereas if exactly one user attempts
a transmission from state “T” (WRA) or if the SINR of the
received signal is higher than the target (MPL-WRA), then
the transmission is successful, and the corresponding user
jumps to state “I.” The determination of the above random
time can be considered as a stochastic control problem. The
information structure, however, is not a classical one: theMSs
do not have knowledge of the full state information. They do
not know the number of backlogged MSs, nor do they know
the number of packets involved in a collision. We study this
control problem as a team problem, where there is a common
goal to all MSs in the network: to maximize the network
throughput or to minimize the transmission delay.

We consider the number of backlogged packets (denoted
by 𝑛) at the beginning of a slot as state of the system.
For any choice of values 𝑞𝑖 ∈ (0, 1], the state process
is a Markov chain that contains a single ergodic subchain
(and possibly transient states as well). Indeed, it is easy to
check that, conditioning on the actual state of the system,
the future and the past are mutually independent (Markov
property), specifically, 𝑃(𝑛

𝑘
= 𝑢
𝑘
| 𝑛
𝑘−1

= 𝑢
𝑘−1
, 𝑛
𝑘−2

=

𝑢
𝑘−2
, . . . , 𝑛

0
= 𝑢
0
) = 𝑃(𝑛

𝑘
= 𝑢
𝑘
| 𝑛
𝑘−1

= 𝑢
𝑘−1
),

where 𝑢
0
, 𝑢
1
, . . . , 𝑢

𝑘
∈ {0, 1, . . . ,𝑀}. The other properties

will be discussed in Section 4. Define q to be the vector of
retransmission probabilities for all mobile stations (whose
𝑖th entry is 𝑞𝑖). We note the transition matrix of the Markov
chain by 𝑃(q). Let 𝜋(q) be the corresponding vector of the
steady-state probabilities, where its 𝑛th entry 𝜋

𝑛
(q) denotes

the probability that the state of the system is 𝑛 (number of
backlogged mobiles). When all entries of q are the same, say
𝑞, we will write (with some abuse of notation) 𝜋(𝑞) instead of
𝜋(q).

Remark 2. Figure 1 shows that whenever the number of
backlogged packets is greater than 0, 𝑛 > 0, the number of
backlogged packets can decrease at most by one and increase
at most by𝑀− 𝑛 per transition.

We restrict in our team problem to simple policies
in which 𝑞𝑖 does not change in time. Since sources are
symmetric, we will further restrict the problem to finding
a symmetric optimal solution in which the retransmission
probabilities 𝑞𝑖 do not depend on 𝑖. The WRA protocol is
usually built for medium access or sporadic data transfer; the
assumption of symmetric sources is then justified.

Remark 3. We restrict to the symmetric solutions due to
the fact that if mobile users are asymmetric, then the
computation of the system steady state becomes intractable,
and consequently the evaluation of throughput and delay
will not be possible. Also studying an asymmetric network
numerically requires one to consider all possible combi-
nations of the network parameters. Since the degree of
freedom (the parameters to choose) is usually very large in
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· · ·

Figure 1: State transition diagram.

asymmetric networks, such a numerical study is not carried
out generally.

Remark 4. Our WRA model fits well the IEEE 802.16, where
quite frequently one uses the binary exponential back-off
(WRA) procedure for making a channel reservation for other
transmissions (that do not useWRA) or to initiate a handover
process. In the context of BW request, it is natural to assume
that amobile station does not start generating a new signaling
message (e.g., a new reservation) as long as the current
signaling message is not transmitted. In that case, the process
of attempts to start a new BW request from an MS after the
previous BW request that has been successfully transmitted
coincides well with our one packet buffer model.

Assume that there are 𝑛 actual backlogged packets and
all use the same value 𝑞 as retransmission probability. Let
𝑄
𝑟
(𝑗, 𝑛) be the probability that 𝑗 out of the 𝑛 (𝑛 = 0, 1, . . . ,𝑀)

backlogged packets are retransmitted in the current slot.
Then,

𝑄
𝑟
(𝑗, 𝑛) = (

𝑛

𝑗
) (1 − 𝑞)

𝑛−𝑗
(𝑞)
𝑗
. (2)

Similarly, let 𝑄
𝑎
(𝑗, 𝑛) denote the probability that 𝑗 unback-

logged MSs generate new BW requests in the current slot.
Thus,

𝑄
𝑎
(𝑗, 𝑛) = (

𝑀 − 𝑛

𝑗
) (1 − 𝜆)

𝑀−𝑛−𝑗
(𝜆)
𝑗
. (3)

3. Markovian Models

For simplicity andwithout loss of generality, we restrict in our
analysis to the case of a single ranging subchannel. Neverthe-
less, our analysis is still applicable and easily extendable to the
case of several subchannels and several ranging codes.

3.1. Wireless Random Access (WRA) Mechanism. Let us con-
sider the standard WRA algorithm, where all MSs use the
same power to transmit their respective packets.The possible
transitions of the Markov chain, depicted in Figure 1, can be
listed as follows.

(i) Since no more than one MS can succeed a packet in a
given slot, then a transition from state 𝑛 to state 𝑛 + 𝑘
with 𝑘 < −1 is impossible. It follows that 𝑃

𝑛,𝑛+𝑘
= 0,

𝑘 < −1.

(ii) A transition from state 𝑛 to state 𝑛 − 1 indicates
a reduction in the backlog which is possible only
if a single backlogged packet was transmitted. In
addition, no new packet should be generated during
the current slot.

(iii) The fact that the system stays in state 𝑛 can be induced
by two distinct events. The first event corresponds to
the case when no new packet is generated and either
there is zero or more than one transmission attempt.
The second event inducing this transition results
from a situation in which one of the backlogged
MSs attempts retransmission and exactly one packet
arrival.

(iv) The last case is the transition from state 𝑛 to state 𝑛+𝑘
with 1 ≤ 𝑘 ≤ 𝑀 − 𝑛. This can happen when one
backloggedMS attempts transmission, while 𝑘+1 idle
MSs generate new packets. Alternatively, the intended
transition can be induced when new 𝑘 packets are
generated and there are no departures.

The above observations are summarized in the following
transition matrix:

𝑃
(𝑛,𝑛+𝑘)

(𝑞)

=

{{{{{{{{{{{{{{

{{{{{{{{{{{{{{

{

𝑄
𝑎 (𝑘, 𝑛) [1 − 𝑄𝑟 (1, 𝑛)] , 𝑘 = 𝑀 − 𝑛, 𝑘 > 1,

𝑄
𝑎 (𝑘, 𝑛) [1 − 𝑄𝑟 (1, 𝑛)] + 𝑄𝑎 (𝑘 + 1, 𝑛) 𝑄𝑟 (1, 𝑛) ,

1 ≤ 𝑘 < 𝑀 − 𝑛,

𝑄
𝑎 (0, 𝑛) [1 − 𝑄𝑟 (1, 𝑛)] + 𝑄𝑎 (1, 𝑛) 𝑄𝑟 (1, 𝑛) ,

𝑘 = 0,

𝑄
𝑎 (0, 𝑛) 𝑄𝑟 (1, 𝑛) , 𝑘 = −1,

0, otherwise.
(4)

3.2. Multiple Power Levels WRA (MPL-WRA). We now turn
to build the Markovian process of the MPL-WRA. Before
starting transmission, each MS picks randomly a power level
among the 𝑁 available levels. We highlight here that even
if a collision may occur, the BS may be able to decode
the packet transmitted at the highest power among all the
concurrent transmissions. In fact, all concurrent packets are
treated as interfering noise and they are lost, whereas the
packet with the highest power is successfully received given
that its SINR is higher than the target SINR. In the case when
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all MSs attempt the channel with the same probability 𝑞, the
transition probabilities are then given as follows:

𝑃
(𝑛,𝑛+𝑘)

(𝑞)

=

{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{

{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{

{

𝑄
𝑎 (𝑘, 𝑛)

[

[

𝑄
𝑟 (0, 𝑛)

+

𝑛

∑

𝑗=2

𝑄
𝑟
(𝑗, 𝑛) (1 − 𝐴

𝑗
)]

]

,

𝑘 = 𝑀 − 𝑛, 𝑘 > 1,

𝑄
𝑎 (𝑘, 𝑛)

[

[

𝑄
𝑟 (0, 𝑛) +

𝑛

∑

𝑗=2

𝑄
𝑟
(𝑗, 𝑛) (1 − 𝐴

𝑗
)]

]

+𝑄
𝑎 (𝑘 + 1, 𝑛)

𝑛

∑

𝑗=1

𝑄
𝑟
(𝑗, 𝑛) 𝐴

𝑗
,

1 ≤ 𝑘 < 𝑀 − 𝑛,

𝑄
𝑎 (0, 𝑛)

[

[

𝑄
𝑟 (0, 𝑛) +

𝑛

∑

𝑗=2

𝑄
𝑟
(𝑗, 𝑛) (1 − 𝐴

𝑗
)]

]

+𝑄
𝑎 (1, 𝑛)

𝑛

∑

𝑗=1

𝑄
𝑟
(𝑗, 𝑛) 𝐴

𝑗
, 𝑘 = 0,

𝑄
𝑎 (0, 𝑛)

𝑛

∑

𝑗=1

𝑄
𝑟
(𝑗, 𝑛) 𝐴

𝑗
, 𝑘 = −1,

0, otherwise,

(5)

where 𝐴
𝑠
, 𝑠 ≥ 2, is the probability of a successful packet

among 𝑠 simultaneous packet transmissions, that is, transmit-
ted during the same symbol/slot. Let us denote by 𝑎𝑠

𝑖
the event

that the transmission of the tagged MS 𝑖 using the strongest
power level is successful in the presence of 𝑠−1 simultaneous
transmission attempts. The 𝐴

𝑠
is derived using the following

events decomposition 𝑎𝑠
𝑖
= ∑

𝑁

𝑡=2
𝑃(𝐴
𝑖,𝑠,𝑡
⋂𝐵
𝑖,𝑠,𝑡
⋂𝐶
𝑖,𝑠,𝑡
),

where

(i) event 𝐴
𝑖,𝑠,𝑡

is “mobile station 𝑖 attempts transmission
with power level 𝑇

𝑡
;”

(ii) event 𝐵
𝑖,𝑠,𝑡

is “other 𝑠 − 1mobile stations transmit with
power levels lower than 𝑇

𝑡
;”

(iii) event 𝐶
𝑖,𝑠,𝑡

is “instantaneous SINR of tagged mobile
station 𝑖 is higher than the target SINR Θth.”

We assume that all MSs are symmetric and are assumed
to experience the same channel gain, that is, ℎ

𝑖
= ℎ, 𝑖 =

1, . . . ,𝑀. Then if 𝐴
𝑠
= ∑
𝑠

𝑖=1
𝑎
𝑠

𝑖
= 𝑠 ⋅ 𝑎

𝑠

𝑖
, it follows that

𝐴
𝑠
= 𝑠

𝑁−2

∑

𝑙=0

𝑠−1

∑

𝑠
1
=0

⋅ ⋅ ⋅

𝑠−1

∑

𝑠
𝑁−𝑙−1
=0

𝑥
𝑠
1

1
⋅ 𝑥
𝑠
2

2
⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 𝑥
𝑠
𝑁−𝑙−1

𝑁−𝑙−1
⋅ 𝑥
𝑠
1

𝑁−𝑙
⋅ 𝑢

× (
𝑇
𝑁−𝑙

∑
𝑁−𝑙−1

𝑟=1
𝑇
𝑟
𝑠
𝑟
+ 𝜎2/ℎ

− Θth)

⋅ 𝛿(𝑠 − 1 −

𝑁−𝑙−1

∑

𝑟=1

𝑠
𝑟
)

(6)

with 𝐴
0
= 0 and 𝐴

1
= 1. The 𝑥

𝑘
is the probability that

an MS (with new arrival or backlogged packet) (re)transmits

using power level 𝑇
𝑘
. 𝑇
𝑁−𝑙

is the power level chosen by the
MS whose transmission may potentially succeed; that is, it
corresponds to the highest power selected in the current slot,
whereas 𝑠

𝑘
denotes the number of MSs that have chosen the

power level 𝑇
𝑘
in the current slot.

𝛿(𝑡) is the Dirac distribution and 𝑢(𝑡) is the Heaviside
function (unit step function), and, are given by (7) and (8),
respectively,

𝛿 (𝑡) = {
1, 𝑡 = 1,

0, else,
(7)

𝑢 (𝑡) = {
1, 𝑡 ≥ 0,

0, else.
(8)

Computing the success probability is a very high time
consuming task. The difficulty in formula (6) is to consider
one single transmitting MS at the highest power level and
to list all the cases where the 𝑠 − 1 remaining MSs transmit
at lower power levels. This corresponds exactly to the set
of partitions (a partition of a positive integer 𝑛 is a way of
writing 𝑛 as a sum of positive integers). of the positive integer
𝑘 − 1 considering all possible permutations. Generating all
the partitions of an integer is widely studied in the literature
and several algorithms have been proposed, for example, see
[19, 20]. The computational complexity of such algorithms
is very expensive and may take a long time to compute the
set of all partitions and their permutations. Fortunately, in
our model, the success probability depends on one of the
following: the instantaneous backlog of the system 𝑛; the
arrival probability 𝜆; and the retransmission probability 𝑞.
Henceforth, the success probability matrix A = (𝐴

𝑠
), 𝑠 =

1, . . . ,𝑀 can be computed once and reused to derive the
transition matrix.

4. Steady State and Performance Evaluation

Based on the steady state of the system, one can estimate sev-
eral performance measures. For instance, we are particularly
interested in deriving the average throughput, the expected
delay, and the failure probability of bandwidth requests. We
first discuss how to obtain the steady state probabilities.
Then, we solve the optimization problem.We then derive the
expressions of the performance metrics of interest functions
of the steady state equations. Second, we discuss how to solve
the optimization problem and discuss the existence of an
optimal solution.

4.1. Performance Metrics. The steady state of the Markovian
process is given by the following system:

𝜋 (𝑞) = 𝜋 (𝑞) 𝑃 (𝑞) ,

𝜋
𝑛
(𝑞) ≥ 0, 𝑛 = 0, . . . ,𝑀,

𝑀

∑

𝑛=0

𝜋
𝑛
(𝑞) = 1.

(9)
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Using a simple iterative method, one may compute the
stationary distribution from the system (9). Hence, the mean
number of the bandwidth requests in the system is given by

𝐵 (𝑞) =

𝑀

∑

𝑛=0

𝜋
𝑛
(𝑞) 𝑛. (10)

Similarly, the average throughput, defined as the sample aver-
age of the number of packets that are successfully transmitted,
is given by

Γ (𝑞) =

{{{{{{

{{{{{{

{

𝑀

∑

𝑛=0

𝜋
𝑛
(𝑞)𝑄
𝑟 (1, 𝑛) , WRA,

𝑀

∑

𝑛=0

𝑛

∑

𝑗=1

𝜋
𝑛
(𝑞)𝑄
𝑟
(𝑗, 𝑛) 𝐴

𝑗
, MPL-WRA.

(11)

The expected delay of a packet is defined as the average
number of slots that a packet takes from a tagged MS to the
BS. We denote it by 𝐷(𝑞). The average number of packets in
the system is given by𝐵(𝑞). In addition, from Little’s theorem,
the mean sojourn time that each packet spends in the queue
is given by the ratio between the average number of packets
to their mean departure rate

𝐷(𝑞) = 1 +
𝐵 (𝑞)

Γ (𝑞)
. (12)

The delay is one slot larger, since a packet is assumed
to join the system only after the slot in which the packet is
generated.

The failure probability of both schemes has as a main
source of error the probability of collision. In the case of
the single power WRA, the simultaneous attempts of two or
more stations results unavoidable on the inability of the BS
to decode any of the transmitted packets. However, in the
case of the WRA-MPL mechanism, the BS may be unable
to decode correctly the received packet transmitted at the
highest power level (packets transmitted at lower power levels
are systematically corrupted) due to the accumulative noise
plus interference. Accordingly, the failure probability of a
packet is given by:

𝜓 (𝑞) =

{{{{{{

{{{{{{

{

1 −

𝑀

∑

𝑛=0

𝑄
𝑟 (1, 𝑛) 𝜋𝑛, WRA,

𝑀

∑

𝑛=0

𝑛

∑

𝑗=1

𝑄
𝑟
(𝑗, 𝑛) [1 − 𝐴

𝑗
] 𝜋
𝑛
, MPL-WRA.

(13)

4.2. Finding the Social Optimum. The optimal solution of
the team problem is obtained by resolving the following

optimization problem:

max
𝑞

objective (𝑞)

s.t.

{{{{{

{{{{{

{

𝜋 (𝑞) = 𝜋 (𝑞) ⋅ 𝑃 (𝑞) ,

𝑀

∑

𝑛=0

𝜋
𝑛
(𝑞) = 1,

𝜋
𝑛
(𝑞) ≥ 0, 𝑛 = 0, 1, . . . ,𝑀,

(14)

where objective(𝑞) is replaced by the average throughput
or minus expected delay. We note that the solution can be
obtained by computing recursively the steady-state probabil-
ities, like problem 4.1 in [18].

Singularity at 𝑞 = 0. The only point where the Markov chain
does not have a single stationary distribution is at 𝑞 = 0,
where it has two absorbing states: 𝑛 = 𝑀 and 𝑛 = 𝑀 − 1.
All remaining states are transient (for any 𝜆 > 0), and the
probability to end in one of the absorbing states depends on
the initial distribution of the Markov chain. We note that if
the state𝑀−1 is reached, then the throughput is 𝜆. However,
if the state𝑀 is reached, then the throughput equals 0, which
means that it is a deadlock state. For 𝜆 > 0 and 𝑞 = 0, the
deadlock state is reached with a positive probability from any
initial state other than the absorbing state 𝑀 − 1. We will
therefore exclude the case of 𝑞 = 0 and optimize only on the
range 𝜖 < 𝑞 ≤ 1.

Existence of a Solution. The steady-state probabilities 𝜋(𝑞) are
continuous over 0 < 𝑞 ≤ 1. This is not a closed interval;
therefore, a solution does not necessarily exist. However, as
we restrict to the closed interval [𝜖, 1], where 𝜖 > 0, an
optimal solution indeed exists.Therefore, for any 𝛿 > 0, there
exists some 𝑞∗ > 0 which is 𝛿-optimal. 𝑞 > 0 is said to be 𝛿-
optimal for the average throughputmaximization if it satisfies
Γ(𝑞
∗
) ≥ Γ(𝑞) − 𝛿 for all 𝑞 ∈ [𝜖, 1]. A similar definition holds

for any objective function (e.g., average delay minimization).

4.3. Back-Off Mechanism. As already stated, WRA mech-
anisms are widely used by various wireless technologies.
In order to solve conflicts arising whenever a collision
overcomes, the use of the binary exponential back-off (BEB)
algorithms is incorporated into the MAC protocol. In BEB,
when anMS tends to contend for a transmission opportunity,
it enters a back-off procedure. Whenever the channel is
sensed busy, the MS defers the transmission of its message
and waits for an idle channel opportunity. In addition and in
order to reduce the collision probability due to two or more
simultaneous transmissions, an MS is forced to wait for a
random number of time slots according to a retransmission
probability that depends on the network load conditions.
When a message is finally transmitted, the MS has to wait
for an acknowledgement ACK, either implicit or explicit
ACK depending on the particular network technology being
employed. If no notification is obtained in a certain number
of subsequent slots, the message is considered lost and a
retransmission has to be rescheduled. When the number
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of retransmissions expires, the concerned mobile station
discards the packet.

Based on the simple model developed herein, we will
make use of our results to determine the average window size,
denoted by 𝑊. At steady state, we assume that the average
back-off period corresponds exactly to the average𝑊 length
while observing the system for a given duration long enough
to claim that the stationary regime is met; hence, the average
transmission probability is 1/𝑊.

Thus, the average window size is given by

𝑊 =
1

𝑞
. (15)

5. Numerical Investigation

In this section, we undertake the numerical evaluation of
the team problem for the two mechanisms. One of our main
goals is to determine the power diversity parameters as well as
the optimum retransmission probability by solving the team
optimization problem (14). We will further use relation (15)
to determine the optimum window size for a given number
of active stations.

Throughout our study, we consider a symmetric system;
that is, all MSs use the same retransmission probability. We
fix 𝜖 = 10

−6; that is, the solution for 𝑞∗ will be searched
in the closed interval [𝜖, 1]. Throughout our study, we set
𝜎
2 to zero, since the actual value will very much depend

on the particular environment of operation and conditions,
for example, indoor/outdoor, weather conditions. First, we
undertake an in-depth performance evaluation of the MPL-
WRA mechanism by varying its various design parameters,
namely, the target SINR Θth, the number magnitudes, and
selection policies of the power levels. Once we determine
the optimal configuration of the MPL-WRA parameters, we
compare the system performance of both protocols, in terms
of network throughput and delay by setting the optimal
retransmission probability 𝑞 and average window size 𝑊,
derived from the first part of our numerical analysis. Finally,
we study the achievable capacity as function of the number of
mobile stations.

5.1. Optimal Configuration of MPL-WRA. First, we turn to
investigate the impact of the number of power levels, the
target SINR Θth, and the power levels selection distribution.
In the following, we set𝑀 = 4, except otherwise indicated.
This will allow to focus on setting the best possible power
level parameters: number and selection policies. Since the
number of MSs is limited to a small number, we will be
in better position to evaluate the impact of the various
power parameters on the system performance.Thereafter, we
will explore the performance of MPL-WRA by varying the
number of MSs.

5.1.1. Power Levels Setting. We first undertake the perfor-
mance evaluation of the proposed scheme by varying the
number and selection policies of the power levels. Our main
purpose is to gain an insight on the implementation guide-
lines of MPL-WRA. Figures 2 and 3 show the retransmission
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Figure 2: Impact of the set of available power levels on optimal
retransmission probability and average window size for 𝑀 = 4

mobile stations.

probability and the average window size, and the average
throughput and the expected delay, respectively, as function
of the arrival probability when changing both the number
of values and the distribution of the power levels, using
a threshold Θth = 10 dB, and power levels with uniform
distribution probability.

We notice that the best performance results are obtained
when the power levels follow a geometric progression,
whereas the same power scenario provides the lowest perfor-
mance. The results can be simply explained by the difference
between the power levels and its strong impact on the
instantaneous SINR value. For a tagged MS 𝑖, with geometric
progression, only adjacent power levels may interfere with
the power having been selected 𝑇𝑖

𝑙
, whereas the use of

an arithmetic progression when setting the power levels
will result in a significantly higher interference probability.
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Figure 3: Impact of the set of available power levels on average
throughput and expected delay for𝑀 = 4mobile stations.

The worst case and equivalent to the use of the single power
WRA scheme is given when setting the four power levels to
the same value.

5.1.2. Number of Power Levels. We now focus on analyzing
the number of actual power levels to be used and its benefits
on the performance of the proposed scheme. We consider
therefore the use of two, three, or four power levels with
their values set following a geometric progression.The power
levels for the various configurations have been set as follows:
𝑇 = [1, 5]mW (𝑁 = 2), 𝑇 = [1, 5, 25]mW (𝑁 = 3), and
𝑇 = [1, 5, 25, 125]mW (𝑁 = 4) following a uniform selection
policy; that is, a power level is equally probable to be selected
by an MS. We have set the threshold Θth = 10 dB.

Figures 4 and 5 show the variation of retransmission
probabilities, the average window size, the average through-
put, and the expected delay, respectively, as function of
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Figure 4: Impact of the number 𝑁 of available power levels on
optimal retransmission probability and average window size for
𝑀 = 4mobile stations.

arrival probability. Our results show that the use of an
increasing number of power levels results in great benefits; see
Figure 5. First, theMSs are not forced to drastically reduce the
retransmission probability, resulting in a narrower window
size. Furthermore, as a result of using a larger number of
power levels, the network throughput is substantially higher
than when using a lower number of different power levels;
and the delay experienced by the stations is drastically
reduced, especially at higher loads, that is, under high arrival
probabilities. The results can be explained by the fact that
the BS will have a higher chance of decoding correctly the
received signal. As seen in Figure 5, we have also included the
results of two other cases considering the use of five and six
different power levels 𝑇 = [1, 5, 25, 125, 1000]mW (𝑁 = 5)
and𝑇 = [1, 5, 25, 125, 1000, 1500]mW(𝑁 = 6). As seen from
the figure, the use of a higher number of power levels does not
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Figure 5: Impact of the number 𝑁 of available power levels on
average throughput and expected delay for𝑀 = 4mobile stations.

result in a representative benefit on the performance of the
proposed scheme.

5.1.3. Target SINR Θ
𝑡ℎ
. We now evaluate the performance of

the system by varying the threshold SINR Θth. As already
stated, we have set 𝜎2 to zero, since its value will very
much depend on the environmental conditions. Figures 6
and 7 show the retransmission probabilities, the average
window size, the average throughput, and the expected delay,
respectively, as function of arrival probability. We notice that
the system performance deteriorates asΘth increases. Setting
Θth to a higher value makes less likely the threshold to be
achieved by the stations SINRvalues, reducing the probability
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Figure 6: Impact of target SINR Θth on optimal retransmission
probability and average window size for𝑀 = 4mobile stations.

of the capture effect to take place. On the contrary, a lowerΘth
increases the chances of the capture effect. However, the use
of a lower SINR value in the presence of noise will result in a
higher error probability on the decoding process. Our results
show the great benefits of usingMPL-WRA in environments,
where values of the power levels of 𝜎2 remain relative low.

5.1.4. Power Levels Selection Distribution. Herein, we con-
sider three different power selection policies: (1) equally or
uniform probable, UPL; (2) higher priority on the selection
of higher values, HPL, and (3) lower values are most likely to
be selected, LPL. The main aim of this part of our study is to
show that the probability distribution 𝑋 = [𝑥

1
, 𝑥
2
, . . . , 𝑥

𝑁
]

used to select the transmit power has not a major impact
on the performance of the proposed mechanism. As shown
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Figure 7: Impact of target SINR Θth on average throughput and
expected delay for𝑀 = 4mobile stations.

in Figure 9, the uniform distribution UPL (i.e., 𝑥
𝑖
= 1/𝑁)

provides slightly better performance results; that is, priori-
tizing the selection of certain power levels over others does
not have a significant impact on the network performance.
When available power levels are uniformly distributed, they
all have the same chance to be used. However, by favoring
certain power levels over others, we push the system to behave
as an equivalent system with fewer number of power levels
available, which explains the observed impact on the network
performance. An alternative explanation for performance
degradation under HPL and LPL is that mobile stations
become less aggressive with a less number of power levels
available; see Figures 8 and 9.

5.2. Comparative Analysis of MPL-WRA and WRA. In this
section, we carry out a comparative analysis of the wireless
random access mechanism using power diversity with the
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Figure 8: Optimal retransmission probability and optimal average
window size under different power selection distributions.

single-power level version of it. Our main aim herein is
to show the great benefits of properly setting the power
diversity parameters over the use of a single-power level. In
order to further show that our results are also applicable to
larger network configurations, we also consider the case of
a network consisting of 50 MSs. For this part of our study,
we make use of the best setup configuration for MPL-WRA
derived from the results obtained in the previous section.
We therefore fix the threshold SINR to Θth = 10 dB and
consider the use of four power levels 𝑇 = [1, 5, 25, 125]mW
selected following a uniform distribution probability 𝑋 =

[0.25, 0.25, 0.25, 0.25]. In order to show the scalability of
our proposal, we consider two configurations representing a
small-sized system (𝑀 = 4 MSs) and a larger-sized system
(𝑀 = 50MSs).

Figures 10 and 11 show the optimal retransmission prob-
ability as a function of the arrival probability and the average
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Figure 9: Average throughput and expected delay of bandwidth
requests for𝑀 = 4 mobile stations under different power selection
distributions.

window size corresponding to the optimal retransmission
probability for a fixed number of MSs. The relationship
between these metrics is given by (15). From the figures,
it is clear that MPL-WRA outperforms the WRA scheme.
Even though that in a real setup, the size of the window will
have to be set to a value expressed in terms of a power of
2; the results show that the proposed scheme could in fact
be used in a practical setup. Take for instance the case of a
system consisting of 50MSs; the results show that the average
window size could be set to 25, that is, two to the power of five
and not to two to the power of seven as required when using
the single power WRA mechanism.
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Figure 10: Optimal retransmission probability for𝑀 = 4 and𝑀 =

50mobile stations.

Figures 12 and 13 show the average throughput and
expected delay as a function of the arrival probability, for both
mechanisms and the two system configurations under study,
respectively. In general, for both schemes, we observe that the
optimal retransmission probability as the arrival probability
increases or the number of mobiles increases; that is, as the
system becomes more congested (larger arrival probability),
the transmission probability should be decreased as a counter
measure to reduce the failure probability. The intuitive
reason that the team optimal retransmission probabilities
are close to 0 when arrival probabilities are close to one is
that if an MS finds all other MSs backlogged, then it can
transmit for very long time all its packets at a rate of a
almost one packet per slot, without fearing collisions. Since
its arrival probabilities are close to one, then throughput
is not wasted during such periods. Note, however, that
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Figure 11: Optimal initial contention window for𝑀 = 4 and𝑀 =

50mobile stations.

a throughput close to 1 cannot be achieved since with some
nonnegligible probability, all MSs will be backlogged during
long periods when retransmission probabilities are very low.
Our results show that the multiple power mechanism, MPL-
WRA, outperforms the WRA scheme. In the case of a system
consisting of 50 MSs, the proposed scheme results in an
average normalized throughput of 0.60, that is, an increase
of more than 50% with respect to the throughput achieved
by the single-power WRA protocol. The expected delay is
also seen to be decreased, which gives some interesting and
insightful uses of our scheme; that is, the use of MPL-WRA
may prove useful for services having stricter constraints on
delay.

Regarding the failure probability, Figure 14 shows the
results for both schemes as a function of the arrival
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Figure 12: Average throughput for 𝑀 = 4 and 𝑀 = 50 mobile
stations.

probability for 𝑀 = 4 MSs and 𝑀 = 50 MSs. Recall
from the results in Figure 10 that our scheme encourages
more aggressiveness in terms of channel access; that is,
retransmission probabilities are higher for MPL-WRA than
for WRA. However, our scheme greatly benefits from the
capture effect. Figure 14(a) shows that the failure probability
tends to be much higher for WRA than for MPL-WRA.
The use of power diversity proves effective for boosting the
performance of the WRA mechanism and it is only limited
by the presence of accumulative noise (interference) caused
by other adversarial MSs. Figure 14 shows that the failure
probabilities increase as the arrival probability or the number
of mobile station increases. An interesting feature is that in
the case of a large-sized system, the failure probability tends
to become constant for any offered load.
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Figure 13: Expected delay for𝑀 = 4 and𝑀 = 50mobile stations.

5.3. Performance of MPL-RWA versus Network Size. In a real
setup, it is most likely that the number of MSs will vary
along; it is therefore worthwhile to explore the performance
of our proposal as a function of the number of MSs. Towards
this goal and based on our previous results, we set the
system parameters to 𝑇 = [1, 5, 25, 125] mW (𝑁 = 4)
with 𝑋 = [0.25, 0.25, 0.25, 0.25], and at three different
values for the arrival probability (0.1, 0.5, and 0.9). The latter
values correspond to a low, mild/average, and high activity
MSs.

Figures 15 and 16 provide the optimal retransmission
probability, the optimal average contention window size, the
average throughput, and the expected delay, respectively.
As expected, the retransmission probability decreases as the
number of active MSs increases so as to counter expected
collisions.
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Figure 14: Failure probability for 𝑀 = 4 and 50 mobile stations
versus the arrival rate 𝜆.

Similar to our first set of results, the optimal throughput
converges to 0.6 as the number of stations is increased. Note
that since we are carrying out a joint optimization of the
throughput and delay, the expected delay does not increase
exponentially, but rather linearly as a function of the number
of MSs. This can be explained by analyzing the form of
expression (12) and by noticing that as more active MSs join
the system the average throughput converges to a constant
value, while the average number of ranging request𝐵(𝑞) tends
to grow linearly as a function of the number of active MSs.

In order to optimize the network throughput, the stations
are required to reduce their retransmission probability in
order to avoid more failure transmission. Even though this
will result in a wider window size and an increase on the
expected delay, the mechanism ensures that the network will
maintain an effective throughput as high as 60%.
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Figure 15: Optimal retransmission probability and optimal con-
tention window size under different number of mobile stations.

6. Concluding Remarks

This paper presents MPL-WRA, a random access protocol
for wireless networks using multiple power levels. We have
built a Markovian model incorporating a power diversity
scheme. Due to the capture effect, the base station may
correctly decode the packet in the presence of collisions. Yet,
accumulative signals corresponding to other simultaneous
packets are simply considered as interference and therefore
filtered out. When the instantaneous SINR is higher than the
target threshold, a successful capture is declared. Function
of the steady state vector and several performance metrics
are derived, for instance, average throughput and expected
delay. A detailed discussion on the existence of an optimal
solution is provided. Under our algorithm, simulation results
show that mobile stations are more aggressive, that is,
transmit at higher probabilities. A quite paradoxical result is
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Figure 16: Average throughput and expected delay under different
number of mobile stations.

that our MPL-WRA scheme encourages more transmissions.
Intuitively, this may causemore concurrent access, but taking
advantage from the capture effect, the average throughput
and expected delay are both enhanced. In contrast to standard
WRA where achievable bandwidth utilization is around 37%
(see [22]), MPL-WRA can achieve an upper bound of around
60%.

We identify many research issues worth of further explo-
ration. First, we are interested in exploring the noncoop-
erative behaviour of mobile stations under the intervention
of a leader, from game theory perspective. Second, we are
interested in a strategic decoding of picked chunks, exploiting
asynchrony across successive collisions such in ZigZag: a
new iterative interference cancellation, where the algorithm
attains the same throughput as if the colliding packets were a
priori scheduled in separate time slots as described in [23].
Finally, we believe that MPL-WRA may have wider usage
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in wireless networking than what has been explored in this
paper.
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